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SINGULAR INTEGRAL OPERATORS ON C MANIFOLDS
JEFF E. LEWIS,RENATASELVAGGI,AND IRENE SISTO
Abstract. We show that the kernel of a singular integral operator is real analytic in R" \ {0} iff the symbol [Fourier transform] is real analytic in R" \ {0} .
The singular integral operators with continuous coefficients and real analytic
kernels (symbols) form an operator algebra with the usual symbolic calculus.
The symbol is invariantly defined under C1 changes of coordinates.

Algebras of singular integral operators (s.i.o.) or pseudodifferential operators
have been studied from various points of view. For the C°° theory, the pseudodifferential operator approach using Fourier transforms or oscillating integrals
gives a full asymptotic expansion of the operator, but does not give minimal
assumptions on the coefficients for partial results. Let T be a singular integral operator, e.g., the Hubert transform, and a(x) a bounded function with
compact support. Consider the commutator

C = aT —Ta.
Then C is a compact operator on LP under the sole hypothesis that a(x) is
continuous. The continuity assumption cannot be relaxed; in dimension « = 1,
a jump discontinuity in a(x) makes C a Hardy kernel operator which is not
compact on LP(R) and the symbolic calculus must include Hardy kernels [Cos;

LP; L].
In this note we develop an algebra, Op Wl^:'f(Rn), of s.i.o. which have continuous coefficients and are invariantly defined under C1 changes of coordinates.
The price to pay is to assume real analyticity of the kernels [symbols] in the
convolution [Fourier multiplier] variables. The first observation is that a s.i.o.
has a real analytic kernel iff its symbol [Fourier transform] is real analytic. For
the C1 change of coordinates, we take the approach of s.i.o. and apply the
method of rotation of Calderón and Zygmund [CZ 1] for odd kernels. We use
the full power of the Multilinear Commutator Theorem of Coifman, Mclntosh,
and Meyer [CMM, Theorem 3]. The algebras of s.i.o. may be transported to a
C1 manifold J? , as in Seeley [SCM] for manifolds of class Ck , k>3.
We shall follow the notation of [CZ 1] and [SCM] with a few exceptions.
Points in R" will be denoted x = (xi,..., x„), etc.; x' = x/|x|. The unit
sphere {|x| = 1} will be denoted by Z and its element of surface area by do.
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The space C^(R"), ß > 0, will denote the class of complex functions on R"
whose derivatives up to order [ß] axe bounded and continuous on R" and
whose derivatives of order [/?] satisfy a uniform Holder condition of order
ß - [ß]. For 1 < p < oc, Lp will denote the space of measurable functions
whose pth power is integrable, and for k a nonnegative integer, Lp is the space
of functions whose derivatives of order < k axe in Lp ; the norm on Lpk is

H/«,,* =(

£

\\Dafi\\pp)]/P

0<\a\<k

The Fourier transform is defined as /(£) = Je~'xif(x)

dx, so that /(x)

=

(2*)-/«"*/(£)#•

A homogeneous function F(z) is in cf if it is real analytic on R" \ {0} ; if
Fiz) £ cf, then there are constants C, R> 0 such that for 1 < |z| < 2,

\DaF(z)\ <C(l/R)l°la\.
From [SCM] we recall the definitions of functions homogeneous of degree 0
and -«.

Definition 0.1. Let F(x, z) be defined on R" x (R" \ {0}). We say that F(x,z)
is homogeneous of degree 0 if

F(x, Xz) = F(x, z) = F(x, z'), for all X > 0, z f 0.
We say that F(x, z) is homogeneous of degree -n if

F(x, Xz) = X~nF(x, z) = \Xz\~nF(x, z'), for all X > 0, zfO,

and
¡Fix,

z') do = 0.

The following definition describes the kernel and symbol classes for our s.i.o.
Definition 0.2. Let 7"(x, z) be homogeneous of degree 0 or of degree -« . We
say that 7"(x, z) £ ^'"^(R")
iff F(x, z) is Cß with respect to x, uniformly
for 1 < |z| < 2, and C°° with respect to z , uniformly in x .
We say that F(x, z) £ g^^R")
iff Fix, z) is Cß with respect to x,
uniformly for 1 < |z| < 2, and real analytic with respect to z, 1 < |z| < 2,
uniformly in x.
In the case that F(x, z) = F(z) is independent of x, we shall sometimes

write F(z) £ W-°°(Rtt) or F(z) £ W'rf(R").
In §1 we study homogeneous functions of degree 0 which are real analytic.
Let F(z) = F(z') be homogeneous of degree 0 and let
co d(m)

Fiz') = ao+ J2a¡mY¡miz')=a0 + J2 J2 a¡mYim(z')
m=X /=1

be its expansion in spherical harmonics. We show that Fiz) is real analytic
in R" \ {0} iff the sequence {a¡m} is exponentially decreasing, i.e., there are
constants c, 9 , 0 < 8 < 1 , such that
\alm\<cem.
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As a consequence (Theorem 2) a s.i.o. has a real analytic kernel iff its symbol is
also real analytic and the composition of two convolution s.i.o. with real analytic
kernels has a real analytic kernel.
In §2 we treat algebras of s.i.o. on R" . The symbols are homogeneous of
degree 0 and in Wk'^iRn); the kernels are homogeneous of degree -« and
in Wk<^(R"). The operators to be ignored are the compact operators on LP
(more precisely see Definition 2.1 ). The Commutator Theorems and the Symbol
Exact Sequence (Theorem 3) are stated without proofs since our operators in
Op^oj'^(R")
form a subalgebra of the s.i.o. of type C0°° in the notation of

[SCM].
In §3 we treat C1 coordinate changes for operators in Opf^'^R").
The
crucial result (Theorem 5) is an approximation theorem for odd kernel operators. The real analyticity of the kernels is required to apply the Multilinear
Commutator Theorem of [CMM].
With the result of Theorem 4, in §4 we indicate how the program of Seeley [SCM] may be carried out to transplant Oofêlf9 (Rn) to a compact C1
manifold.
An example. Consider a double layer potential on the boundary of a C1 domain
in R"+1 . Let Q be a C1 domain in R"+1 and k(X) an analytic double layer
kernel:

(1) k(XX) = X~"k(X),X>0,X£
Rn+X\ {0},
(2) k is odd: k(-X) =-k(X), X¿0,
(3) k is real analytic in Rn+X\ {0}.
If a(P) and b(P) are continuous on <9f2,then

r/(7») = a(P)f(P) + p.v. / k(P - Q)f(Q)b(Q)doQ
JdQ

is an operator in Op W^ id SI). These layer potentials on C1 surfaces in
R"+1, « > 2 , are considered by Selvaggi and Sisto in [SS 1] and [SS 2]. Bounds
for the nontangential

maximal

function

are shown in [SS 1]. In [SS 2], it is

shown that the operator T differs locally from an s.i.o. by a compact operator.
The pioneering work on potentials on C ' domains was done by Fabes, Jodeit,
and Rivière [FJR]. Cohen and Gosselin [CG] treated multiple layer potentials
for the biharmonic operator on C1 domains. In [FJR] and [CG] the layer
potentials are of the form 7 + C, C compact, so that the symbols are the

identity.
For a pseudodifferential operator approach to operators with analytic coefficients and analytic kernels see Boutet de Monvel and Krée [BK, B 1, B 2].
The authors thank A. Bove for several discussions regarding this work.

1. Real analytic

homogeneous

functions

and spherical

harmonics

We recall some facts about spherical harmonics [CZ 1; N, pp. 212-237].
Let Ym(z) be a normalized real spherical harmonic of degree m : Ym(z) =
Ym(z') = \z\~mPm(z) where Pm(z) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree m
satisfying APm = 0 in R" and J^\Ym(z')\2 do = 1 . We let d(m) denote the
dimension of the space of spherical harmonics of degree m and let Yim(z'),
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, dim), be an orthonormal basis for the spherical harmonics of degree

m. We have that d(m) ~ 2mn~2/(n - 2)\ [N, p. 218]. If F(z) = Fiz')
function homogeneous of degree 0 and Fiz1) £ L2(L), we let

is a

oo d(m)

(1-1)

F(z') ~ a0 + 5>my/m(z')

= «o + E E aimYim(z')
m=X l=X

be its expansion in spherical harmonics; here

(1-2)

a0 = ±-[Fiz')do,

a,„ = f F(z')Ylm(z') do.

I-HJz

Jz

It is known that F(z') £ <ê"'co(R") iff the sequence of coefficients in (1-1)
is rapidly decreasing; i.e., for every r, \a¡m\ < crm~r. We now characterize
functions in %"^(Rn) in terms of exponentially decreasing coefficients.

Theorem 1. Let F(z') £ W'°°(Rn) and let
(1-3)

Fiz') = a0 + Y,almYlmiz')

be its expansion in spherical harmonics. Then Fiz') £ <éZ'>^(R") iff there is a
constant c and a number 9, 0 < 6 < I, such that
(1-4)
\alm\<cdm.
Proof. Let F(z') be real analytic. If G(z') is homogeneous of degree 0, let
LG(z) = |z|2ÀC7(z) = AzG(z'), where A% is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on

X. Then [CZ 1, p. 905] for every integer r > 0,
(1-5)
v
;

a,m
= —.
(~1)r ^ ÍL'Fiz')v ' Y,m(z')
do.
lm
mr(m + n-2)rJ1
,mK '

Since \A^F(z')\

< c(l/R)2r(2r)\

(1-6)

and \Ylm(z')\ <cm"'2-x

,

\a¡m\<cmn/2-x-2r(l/R)2r\.

By Stirling's formula

(2r)! ~ ^j4~Tir(2r/e)2r ; for m large choose 2r ~ Rm.

Then
\a,m\ < cmn'2-x'2(Rm/Rme)2r

~cm"'2-l'2[r8f

< cgdm

if e~R < 6 < 1.
Suppose that (1-4) holds and choose ô > 0 so small that 6(l-ö)~x = 6x < 1 .
We first estimate

\DaYm(z)\. Let Ym(z) = |z|-mPm(z).

By the estimate [CZ 1,

p. 903]
(1-7)

\DaPm(z)\ < Cc^mn/2-x+lal\z\m-^.

Let gm(z) = \z\~m . Since gm is real analytic in R" \{0}, near \z\ = 1, we use
the contour integral representation of gm(z) along the contours \£¡ - z,| = S

to obtain that
(1-8)

|T>Q(|z|-m)|

< C(l - ô)-mô-n-^a\.

Using Leibniz,
(1-9)

DaYm(z) = Da(\z\~mPm(z))

= Y, (a)Dy(\z\-m)Da-ypm(z)-
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Thus
Yl-S~Mc]a'y\m\a~y\.

(1-10) \DaYm(z)\ < câ-nmn'2-x\z\-W(l-ô)-mY(a)
The trick is to observe that for fixed y , y < a,

(1-11)

y\mla-rt < 52 ^ mla~71^ m(m +l)---(m

+ \a\).

y<a

In fact if |a| = iV, the sum in (1-11) is maximized when \a\ = (N, 0,...,
and in this case
N

(1-12)

0)

N

5^;! mN~J= mN+x+ 52 fi mN~j< mN+x+ (m + 1)•••(m + N).
;=o

j=x

The inequality in (1-12) is easily seen by comparing the coefficients of the
polynomials in m . It follows that
\DaYm(z)\ < cô-"mî\z\-M(l

x(m+

- ô)-m(ô-x + c)W

l)(w + 2)-..(m

+ \a\).

Using (1-4) and (1-13),
(1-14)
oo d(m)

5] Y \alm\\DaYlm(z')\
m=l l=X

< cs(ô~x + c)W 52 mn'2+n-2(8(l - S)-X)m(m + l)(m + 2) ■• •(m + \a\),
m=X

which is dominated by
oo

(1-15)

cs(S-x + c)W 52 62m(m+ 1) ■■■(m + \a\),
m=X

where 6(1 -ô) ' = 6x < 8i < 1. The sum on the right-hand side of (1-14) is
dominated by |a|! (1 - 02)~la'-1 . Thus we have
(1-16)

|/)aF(z')|<cá(l//?)H|a|!

with /?-' = (S~x + c)(l - 62)-x , so that F(z') is real analytic in R" \ {0} . D
Following [CZ 1], we define a s.i.o. via spherical harmonics. If Ylm(z') is a
spherical harmonic, define the s.i.o. kernel k¡m and operator Tim on Lp(Rn)

by
klm(z) = \z\-"Ylm(z'),

i. . ~
(1-1/)

Tlmf(x) = lim /

^°J\x-y\>c

klm(x - y)f(y) dy

= -^je^o(Tlmmfi(i)di,
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where /(<*) is the Fourier transform of / and o(Tim)(Ç) is Fourier transform
of the distribution kernel p. v. k!m :
o(Tlm)(Z)=
[~

lim

j

/

v
lm

e-^klm(z)dz

(-i)mn"'2Tim/2)
T(im + n)/2)

= ymYlm(0,

'

Now let kix, z) £ W^'°°(R") be homogeneous of degree -« ,

k(x, z') = Y/a!m(x)Y,m(z');
define the s.i.o. T on D>(Rn) by

Tfi(x) = limf

k(x,x-y)fi(y)dy

e-*°J\x-y\>e

(1-19)

= 5>m(x)7)m/(x)

= j^y¡je^a(T)(x,í)M)dL
where
(1-20)

a(r)(x,^)=

lim

/

e-»0,JV-.oo ;e<|x|<Ar

e~'zik(x,

z)dz

= 5]a/'"(x)}'my/'"^,)•
From Theorem 1, we have
Theorem 2. Let the operator

T of (1-19) «ave a fcmze/ k eWß'°°(Rn).

Then

the symbol of T, o(T)(x, £), defined by (1-20), which is homogeneous of degree

0 and in ^•«'(R"),

is also in & *>"(*") iff the kernel k is in &*•*(*").

Remark. Theorem 2 could be proved by using the result of Boutet de Monvel
and Krée [BK, Proposition 0.4] that the Fourier transform of a holomorphic distribution homogeneous of degree a is a holomorphic distribution homogeneous
of degree -« - a .

2. Algebras

of s.i.o. with real analytic

kernels

on R"

We first describe the "compact" operators to be ignored; i.e., the operators
whose symbol is = 0.
Definition 2.1. Let k be a nonnegative integer and C a bounded operator on

LP. Then C £%ZRn) iff
(1) For 0 < j < k - 1, C and C* are bounded from Lp to Lpj+X
,
(2) C is a bounded operator on L?k and for every 4>, xp £ Cq(R") , the
map / h->(pC(xpf) is a compact operator on Lpk.

Our algebra of s.i.o. will consist of s.i.o. with kernels [symbols] in Wk'^(Rn)
plus operators in ^(R").
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Definition 2.2. Let W,t'^(R") denote the space of functions F(x, z) which are
homogeneous of degree 0 and in <ifk<^(Rn)
An operator T on Lp is an operator in Opiw'^R")
iff

(2-1)

Tfi(x) = ^L-je'*iF(x,cZ)f(c:)dc:

+ Cfi(x),

where

(1) F(x,Ç) is in %k0f(Rn),
(2) C£%(R").
The symbol of the operator T in (2-1) is

(2-2)

a(T)(x, {) = F(x, {) = a0(x) + 52a/m(x)7/w(c').

The kernel of the operator 7" in (2-1) is
kT(x, z) = a0(x)ô(z) + kix, z),

kix, z) = |z|-"52ß/m(x)y-|y/m(z') e g^(R").
We note that if T £ Opg^(R"),
then T is also a s.i.o. of type Cfc°°
as developed by Seeley [SCM]. Operators in Op^'^R")
form a subalgebra
of the singular integral operators of type Ckx ; operators in Op^'^R")
are
bounded on Lp , 0 < j < k. In particular the symbol and kernel are well
defined and we have the usual symbolic calculus:

o(TxT2)(x,Q = a(Tx)(x,i)^(T2)(x,i),

1

'

tj(r)(x,i)

= ü(T)(x,Z).

Theorem 3 (Symbol Exact Sequence). For each k > 0, the symbol map, a :
Ox)W,t'âf(R") —>W.t'^iR"), is a *-algebra homomorphism, and the following
sequence is exact:

0 - %(R") - Opg^(R") ^ V*f(W) - 0.

3. C

COORDINATE CHANGES FOR Op W^(Rn)

We show that the symbol of an s.i.o. in Op^'^R")
is invariantly defined
under C1 changes of coordinates. This step exploits the real analyticity of the
kernels.

Let SI and Û be bounded open subsets of R" and x: ß -> SI a C1 diffeomorphism. Assume that

0<c<

\\dx(x)\\ < 1/c,

x £Sl,

and we shall write x(x) = x, etc.; J(x) = \dxix)\ is the Jacobian of the
transformation. For / £ LpiSl) let (x*f)(x) = f(x~l(x)) = fix) and for

g(X) £ LpiÛ), let ix*g)ix) = g(x(x)) = g(x).
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Theorem 4. Let T £ OvW,^(R"),
and suppose that the support of oiT) is in
a compact subset K of SI and that T has kernel aoix)ôiz) + kix, z). For

f£LpiSl), define
(3-1)
Txf(x) = X*(T(X.f))(x)
= a0(x)f(x) + lixn

kix, x -y)f(y)dy

(^°J\X-y\>€

= a0(x(x))f(x) + lim /

k(X(x), X(x) - x(y))fiiy)Jiy) dy.

e~*°J\Y(x)-r(v)\>e
'\x(x)-x(y)\>e

Then the operator Tx
Op^'^R")
l y is
lo in
III
y~ry ^{fti

(3-2)

and

o(Tx)(x, f) = o(T)(x(x), [(dX(x))-xy • £).

The proof of Theorem 4 goes in two steps. Since multiplication by an is no
problem, we first consider the case where

(3-3)

Tf(x) = lim /

k(x,x-y)f(y)dy,

where k(x, -z) = -k(x, z) is an odd kernel. We then handle the case of an
even kernel using Riesz transforms and the symbolic calculus of Theorem 3.
Before treating odd kernels, we first handle some technical difficulties. If the

support of k(x, •) is K, let K = x~l(K) and choose tj>£ Cçf(SÏ), <p= 1 on
K. Replacing / by tpf gives an operator in %(Rn). Using a finite partition
of unity on Si, we may assume that \\dx(x) - dx(x°)\\ < í5'||o'x(x0)|| , where
ô' is a convenenient small constant. We shall therefore assume that f(x) and
k(x(x), •) have support near a point x° .
Theorem 5 (The odd case). Let kix, -z) = -kix,

z) be an odd kernel and

Txf(x) = X*(T(x*f))(x)
= lim /

k(x, x - y)f(y) dy

e^°J\x-y\>e

= lim /
ff(x) = lim /

*(*(*), x(x) - x(y))Ay)J{y)dy,
k(x(x), dX(x) • (x - y))fi(y)J(y)dy.

Then Tx - f £ W0(R")and

(3-5)

o(Tx)(x, 0 = o(T)(x(x), [(dx(x))-1)' • Ç).

Before proving Theorem 5, we note that the change of metric in (3-4) (from
|x - v| > e to |#(x) - x(y)\ > e ) has no effect on the limit in the case of odd
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kernels. See [SCM, Lemma 5] for the smooth case and the effect on even kernels.
In the following lemma we introduce the metric p(x, y) = \x(x) - x(y)\ >and
let M / denote the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of /.
Lemma 1. Let k(x, z) be an odd kernel. Consider the four operators

KJ(x) = /

k(x(x), dx(x) - (x - y))f(y)J(y) dy,

J\x-y\>e
<\x-y\

I

Ke,Pfi(x)= [

kixix),dxix)-ix-y))fiiy)Jiy)dy,

J\xM-x(y)\>t
hx(x)-x(y)\

(3-6)

kj(x) = /

k(x(x), x(x) - x(y))Ay)J(y) dy,

j<\x-y\>t
J\x-y\>e

kt,„fi(x)= [Í

k(x(x),x(x)-x(y))Ay)J{y)dy.

J\x(x)-x(y)\>t

Then

(1) supe>0\KJ(x) - Kt<pf(x)\ <cMf(x).
(2) sup£>0\Kj(x) - kt,„Ax)\ < cM f(x) ■
(3) || supe>0|^e/(x)| ||p < CpWfWp
and lime^0^/(^)
Lp and a.e.

= ff(x)

exists in

(4) || supf>0|Â:e;/,/(x)| \\P < CpWfWpand lime^0£e,/>/(•*) = Txf(x)
LP and a.e.

(5) lim.^iKJix)-K^pf

in

ix)) = 0 in LP and a.e.

(6) lime^oikefix) - KetPfiix)) = 0 in LP and a.e.
Proof of Lemma 1. Inequalities (1) and (2) follow from the fact that the differences are expressed by integrals over a region contained in ce < \x - y\ <c~xe;
estimating kernels by Ce~" we obtain the bound

/

Ce-»\f(y)\dy<cMf(x).

J ct<\x—y\<c-1e

Inequalities (3) and (4) follow from bounds for the maximal singular integral
operator for the s.i.o. with kernels k(x, z) and k(x(x), dx(x)-z) [CZ 1, CM].
To prove (5) and (6) it suffices to calculate the pointwise limit for F(x) =
f(x)J(x)
£ C¿ . The first observation is that in calculating Ke,pf(x) and
k(,pf(x),
we may use the uniform continuity of dx to replace the region of
integration {y : \x(x) - x(y)\ > e} by {v : \dx(x) • (x - y)\ > e} with an error
bounded by ce sup|.F(x)|, where ct is small if e is small. To prove (6), let

kxf(x) = I
(3-7)

k(x(x), x(x) - x(y))F(y)dy

J\x-y\>e
J]x-yl>€

[

k(x(x),x(x)-x(y))F(y)dy.

J\dY(x)-(x-v)\>(
l\dx(x).(x-y)\>t

Now use that kixix), dxix) • z) is an odd kernel and that each integral in (3-7)
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may be taken over a region contained in ce < \x - y\ < c xe . We have

(3-8)
KxF(x) = j

[k(x(x), xix) - xiy))
\x-y\>e
ce<\x— y\<c~lt

- k(X(x), dX(x) • (x - y))](F(y) - F(x)) dy

I

[k(xix), xix) - x(y))

\dx(x)-(x-y)\>c
ce<\x—y\<c~'í

- kixix), dxix) ■(x - y))](F(y) - F(x)) dy
+ F(x)fiix).
Each integral in (3-8) is absolutely convergent for Fix) £ C¿ and the limit of
the difference of the integrals is 0. To estimate fi (x), we use the continuity

of dxix) to obtain that

\Hx(x) ,x(x)- xiy)) - kixix), dxix) • (x - v))|
<ce\dxix)'ix-y)\\x-y\~"~x
It follows that

|/e(x)|

for

ce < \x - v| < c~xe .

< ct ¡ce<lx_yl<c-ie \x - y\~" dy -►0 as e -+ 0.

The proof of (5) is similar.

D

Proof of Theorem 5. Let

kfix) = lim /

kixix), xix) - xiy))fiiy)Jiy) dy

e^°J\x-y\>e

(3-9)
v
'

= £—»0
lim KJix) = Txf(x),

Kf(x) = lim /

kixix), dxix) ■(x - y))f(y)J(y) dy.

(^°J\x-y\>e

We will show that K - K £ %(Rn). Let {xjix)}
dinate changes converging to x(x) in C1 . If

be a sequence of C°° coor-

kJfiix) = lim /

k(x(x), xJ(x) - x](y))fi(y)J(y) dy..

Kff(x) = lim /

kixix), dXJix) ■(x - y))f(y)J(y) dy,

(3-10)
e^°J\x~y\>e

and Ci = K¡ - K>, then O £ <ëb(Rn)[SCM, Lemma 6, p. 675]. To show that
lim C7 = (k-K)
in operator norm, we shall apply the Multilinear Commutator
Theorem of [CMM, Theorem 3] to show that

sup|^'/(x)
(3-11)

- KJ(x)

6>0

sxxv\K(f(x)-KJ(x)
e>0

<cp\\dx} -dxWooujup,
<cp\\dxJ-dX\\c
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; using a partition of unity assume that the support

of F is near x°. We choose 5 > 0 so small that k(x(x), Z) is an analytic

function of Z for Z e C", |Z,—(dx(xQ)-z)¡\ < I00ô\dx(x°)-z\, zeR"\{0}.
We apply the method of rotation [CZ 2] to
(3-12)
TjF(x) = [
[k(X(x), xJ(x) - xJ(y)) - k(X(x), xix) - X(y))]F(y) dy.
J\x-y\>t

We write

(3-13)
t¿F(x) =

1

[

[k(X(x), Xj(x)-xj(x-z))

J\z\>t

- kixix), X(x) - X(x - z))]F(x - z) dz

+1

J\z\>e

[k(x{x),xi(x)-xi(x + z))
k(x(x), X(x) - x(x + z))]Fix + z)dz\.

Using polar coordinates,
oddness of k , we have

z = pa , dz = pn xdp do , and the homogeneity and

TlFix)=l-JTftFix)do,

TftFix)= J~i[[k(xix)X

(x)-Xjix-

po)

x{x)X(x)-xix-Po)\

(3-14)

Fix - po)

XJ\x + po) - xJ\x)

k [xix),
k (Xix),

X(x + po)-x(xf ) Fix + po)} dp

Now fix o and write x = to + w where w _Lrr so that

f \Gix)\pdx= (

H \G(to+ w)\pdtdw.

The first estimate of (3-11) will be shown if

(3-15)

Jsup\TfeF(to + w)\pdt < cp\\dxj- d^

j \F(to + w)\pdt.

For fixed o let Z° = dx(x°) • a and assume that

\\dxix)-dxixQ)\\<ô\\dx(x»)\\.
The kernel k(x(x),Z)

in (3-14) is evaluated at points Z = (Z\,...,ZH)

where \Z¡ — Zf\ < ô . Thus we use the contour integral representation

k(x(x), Z) on the contours \C¡-Zf\ = 50S :

for
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1
k(X(x),Z)=
J---J kixix),C)
PiC-Z)

dCx---dCn
(IniY '

\d-Z°\=50S

(3-16)

/j(c-z)=n(c;-zi).
(=1

We introduce the notation

K,wX(t, s) =

Xita + w) - X(so + w)
t-s

and write the integral in (3-16) as

(3-17)

k(X(x),Z) = jk(x(x),

C)p(C1_Z) dp(Q.

Thus

(3-18)
Tf€F{to + w) = j» k(x(tu + w), QTfeCF(ta + w)dp(Q,
TJ

rF(tO + W)=

r°° ( r
I

i

-:-

x F((<-

i

p)fj + to)

1

1

P(C - Ao,wXJ(t+ P,t))

P(C - Aa.wX« + />,/))
F((i + />)ff+ w)

dp

Of course
(3-19)

1
Pit - ZJ)

1
P(Ç - Z)

1

1

Zx<M<„W)-liDaP)iC-Z)jZ-ZJr
P(C - ZJ)P(C - z)

and

(3-20)

PiC-Z)

PiC-Z*)

v(z-z»)- 0\a

1

P(C- z°) ¿j; (C- z°)°

n(i-fz^r)

Using (3-19) to simplify the kernels in (3-18) and then expanding 1/7>(C- ■)
in a power series using (3-20), we apply the Multilinear Commutator Theorem
of [CMM] to obtain that

(3-21)

/supirj'e

J e>0

' '

.F(ta + w)\" dt<cpAp [ \F(to + w)\pdt.
J

with

(3-22)

AC=c 52 ca|i^-rfÄ|(f;(i
l<|a|</i

\m=0

+ /«)4(^),">)
^

'

/

Now integrate the estimates for T¿ £ , with respect to î//i(Ç) in (3-18) to
obtain (3-15) and the first estimate in (3-11).
The proof of the second inequality in (3-11) proceeds in the same (but simpler) manner.
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To calculate the symbol of the operator f of (3-4), use that the symbol is
the same as for the operator with kernel k(X(x), dX(x) • z)J(x). Then use a
variant of Lemma 1 to show that

o(T)(x,Ç)=

(3_23)

lim

/

e~izik(x(x),dx(x).z)J(x)dz

e->0,/V—ooJ(<\z\<N

=

lim

/

e^°>N^°°

e-^k(x(x),dx(x).z)J(x)dz

Je<\x(x)'z\<N

= o(T)(x(x),[(dX(x))-x]'.Ç).
This proves Theorem 5. D
Proof of Theorem 4. It remains to treat the even kernel case. Let

(3-24)

Tf(x) = lim /

k(x, x - y)f(y) dy,

e^°J\x-y\x

where k(x, -z) = k(x, z) is an even kernel and k(x, •) has compact support
in Si. As in [CZ 2] we use the Riesz transforms. Let Rj(z) = cnz¡/\z\n+x be
the kernel of the ;'th Riesz transform so that o(R¡)(x, c¡) = i£j/\Ç\. Then

o(T)(x, {) = ¿
(3-25)

( - o(T)(x, £) -/&)

(i^j

j=nl

= ¿a(7))(x,£)<7(/<,)(x,¿).
7=1

If kj(x, z) is the kernel of the operator 7) , then

(3-26)

Tf(x) = ¿ lim f

]^x(-*°J\x-y\>e

kfx, x - y)(R¡f)(y)dy.

Let (f>£ C0°°(Q), $ = 1 on suppfc(x, •) and let R'j = 4>Rj<t>.
Then

(3-27)

T = J2TjR'j+ $C,
7=1

with C'ego(R"),and

Tx=X'\Y.TjR'\x*+X*î>C'x.
(3-28)

\J=1

/

= ¿(/*^,)(r^)+r<^c^.
7= 1

By Theorem 5 and Theorem 3, iT¡)x, iR))x,and

Tx arein Op^),<f(R")

and

(3-29)

a(r,)(x, £) = 52(cr(r^»)(x,

i))(«r(r^.)(x,

0)

7=1
n

= 52 <T(r7)U(x),
[(^(x))-1]' •i) a^-xxw , [(</*(*))-']'•í)
7= 1

= a(r)(x(x),[(^(x))-'r^).
This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.
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Remark. E. B. Fabes pointed out that Theorem 5 (and hence Theorem 4) are
valid for operators with kernels in ^_„^° . For the proof write the odd kernel

k(x,z')=

52 aim(x)Y¡m(z')+ 52 aim(x)Ylm(z')
X<m<N

N+X<m

and the corresponding operator as T= Tx,n + Tn+x,oo ■Then ÍT\^n)x-Tx,n
is
a compact operator on LpiSl) and for N large (T/v+i.oo)* and fN+xtOC have

small norm on LpiSl). Hence Tx-T is a compact operator on Lp(Si). As a
consequence the symbol of an operator in Op^'00^")
is invariantly defined
under C1 coordinate changes.

4. Singular

integral

operators

on a C1 manifold

Let ^# be a compact oriented manifold of dimension

« and of class Cr,

r> 1.
Definition 4.1. An operator C on Lp(£) is in WkiJZ), 0 < k < r - 1, iff
(1) For 0 <;" < k - 1, C and C* map LP(JZ) into LP+X(JZ).
(2) C is a compact operator on Lpk(£).

An operator T on U(JZ) is in Oo^f

(JZ) iff

(1) For each tf>,xpe C{fJZ) with disjoint support, <pT\p£ ^kiJZ),
(2) For each tp, \p £ Cr0iJZ) with support in a coordinate patch U with
coordinates x : U t-> Ü c R" ,

(4-1)

x*i<PTip)x,£ OpgJ'^R").

If T £ Op^oj'^(R"),

the symbol of T is the function on the cotangent

bundle of JZ defined by

(4-2)

o(T)(p, Ztidxi)

= oix*i<pT<p)x*)ixip),l;)

where x is a coordinate function on a neighborhood
<p= 1 near p .

U of p and <p£ CçffiJ),

It follows from Theorem 4 that the symbol of an operator T £ Op 8^'^(R")

is well defined. Let K|j '^iJZ) denote the space of functions on the cotangent
bundle of ^# which are homogeneous of degree 0 and real analytic in the
cotangent variables, and of class Ck with respect to the variables in JZ. Then
cr(r) £ W^iJZ).
Following, e.g., [P], we then have the symbolic calculus,

at least at the principal symbol level, for OxfeZ^ i^Z). For completeness we
record two results—the Symbol Exact Sequence and the characterization of
elliptic (Fredholm) operators in Op^:^^).
Theorem 6 (Symbol Exact Sequence). Let JZ be a compact oriented manifold

of class Cx. The symbol map, o : Oxfê^f (M) -> ^f

(ÂZ), is a ^-algebra
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homomorphism, and the following sequence is exact:

o -» &0(jr)-» op^^(^r) -^ gj "(jz) -» o.
Theorem 7. Lei T = (7/;) ¿c a« N x N system of operators in Oxffêfff (J).
The following are equivalent:
( 1) (o(Tjj)(p ,Yl & dx¡ )) isa nonsingular matrix for each p £ J,

J2 £/ dx¡

fO.
(2) There is a bounded operator S on LP(£)

such that ST = I + C,

C £ <%>(JZ)
.
(3) There is an a priori estimate

(4-3)

ll/llp<c||r/||p + ||C/||„
with C £%o(J).

Proof of Theorem 7. If (1) holds, let o(S) = [o(T)]~x and apply Theorem 6 to
obtain (2). If (2) holds, write / = STfi - Cfi to obtain (3).
Suppose that inequality (4-3) holds. Fix p £ J,
U a coordinate neighborhood of p with coordinates x : U h->Ü C R" and fix <p£ C¿(U), <p= 1 near
p . Let f = x*(tpT(p)xt £ Oo^f(Rn).
Then for g £ C0°° with support near

x(p),

(4-4)

T(x*g) = x*(fg) + C(X*g)

so that

(4-5)

U\\P<c'\\fg\\p + c'\\C'g\\p,

with C compact on LP(R"). We are now reduced to the Euclidean case and
we fix £f fO and apply the inequality (4-5) to gk(x) = e'kxi°g(x). We have
that \\gk\\p= \\g\\p, ||C'&t||p ^ 0 as k -> oo , and

lim e-ikxi°fgkix) = lim JL

í:-.oo

(4_6)

fc-»oo (Z7T)" ;

/>iff(f

)(x, £ + fcí°)#(í)rfí

= 7¿pr / e'^(T(f )(x, e)git) dt:
= a(f)(x,í°)g(x).

The limits in (4-6) are taken in LP(R"). Hence
(4-7)

\\g\\P<c'\\<T(t)(.,t°)g\\p

for all g with support near x(p). This implies that a(t)(x(p),
singular matrix. D

In particular a system of operators, T = (T¡j), in OxfWlf (J)

c¡°) is a non-

is Fredholm

on LP(JZ) iff (o(Tij)(p, ^2£idXi)) is a nonsingular matrix for each p £ J
Y^£i dx¡ ^ 0 ; such an operator [system] is called elliptic.

,
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